The problem of Ocean Acoustic Tomography (OAT) is to estimate the state of ocean in temperature, salinity, etc. that are related to sound velocity structure from the travel-time or other properties in acoustic wave propagation. The ocean is nearly transparent for low frequency acoustic waves so that the acoustic wave could propagate for thousands of kms. OAT was first introduced by Munk et al. (1995) and based on a ray theoretical approach. A travel-time inversion method has been developed using a ray-tracing scheme in the Munk's method. There is some similarity with seismic exploration both in theory and in data processing methods. However the waveform analysis is not common in OAT although its importance is widely recognized in seismic explorations. Actually there is hardly any precedent studies on waveform inversion in the application of OAT. In this study, a full-wave inversion technique is applied to OAT in the 2-D acoustic FDTD model in order to investigate the effectiveness of the method through the comparison of the results with that of the ray-tracing inversion approach. The result shows that full-wave inversion provides higher image construction than in travel-times inversions.
Introduction
OAT is one of the methods to estimate the velocity structure of ocean using acoustic wave propagation and some elements related to the sound velocity that is a function of temperature, salinity, fluid velocity, etc. OAT is described by Munk et al. 1) that uses the sound speed increasing with increase in the temperature, the salinity and the pressure. The sound speed has the minimum at about 1km depth zone (so-called SOFAR channel). In OAT, we can estimate the velocity structure in the ocean for thousands kms from an acoustic source to a receiver. The acoustic waves propagate through the SOFAR channel and refracted.
In spite of the similarity between ocean acoustic analysis and seismic analysis, OAT is different from Geo-tomography in two points. First, the concept of OAT is based on ray-theoretical analysis using travel-time tomography. However, the wave-form and the bias of high-frequency approximation in the ray-theoretical approaches are neglected, although the importance of wave theoretical approaches is commonly recognized in seismic data processing. Second, the contrast or the inhomogeneities in the structure in ocean acoustic is very small compared to seismics. These points separate OAT from seismic.
Actually, there is hardly a case of waveform inversion techniques and it is considered to be important to take waveform approach for higher resolution in tomography results.
In this study, a time domain full-wave inversion method is applied to the estimation of ocean acoustic structure simulated by 2-D acoustic FDTD. We tried to investigate the effectiveness of wveform inverwion in OAT using the comparison of the results against those of travel time inversion.
Inversion Method
To investigate the effect of the full-wave approach to Ocean acoustic tomography, the travel-time tomography method and the full-wave tomography method are compared.
(1) Travel-time tomography
Travel time tomography method aims at minimizing the travel-time residual. Linear Travel-time Interpolation (LTI) method 2) and Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) are used for ray-tracing inversion approach. LTI is a ray-tracing method expanded from finite difference calculation of travel-times. The expression of SIRT is described as follows:
Where the "i" indicates the different shots and receivers, "k" is iteration number, "obs" indicates the observation and "cal" indicates calculation. S is the matrix of the slowness of the model and T is the travel time of signals between shots and receivers.
(2) Full-wave tomography
Full wave tomography is based on minimizing a cost function that measures the difference between the calculated and acquired data. The time-domain full wave inversion technique 3) is applied for full-wave approach. The expression of full wave inversion is described as follows:
P f indicates the forward propagated wave-field, P b indicates the reverse time propagation using the residuals (P obs -P cal ) as the wave source from the receivers. The gradient of misfit function  is calculated by zero-lag correlation of the forward propagated wave-fields and back-propagated residual wave-field. Forward modeling uses the acoustic FDTD method for approximation of the acoustic wave propagation.The steepest descent method is used for revising the velocity model:
 is the step length of the steepest descent method.
As the pre-processing for full-wave inversion, the SVD filter is applied to observed and forward calculation data in order to decompose to the plane-waves. The SVD filter is designed as follows: 1) apply the move-out correction 2) calculate the SVD of the array data as a matrix 3) select the singular values and substitute the residuals to 0 4) reconstruct the matrix by multiplication and apply inverse move-out correction Fig. 1 shows the velocity structure model, source and receiver positions for OAT. The model has 100m x 100m in area, 1.0m x 1.0m in grid spacing and 20 sources and receivers are placed on both side of the model. The wave source is chosen as a 100Hz-centered Ricker-wavelet. The initial condition for the inversion was a 1480m/s homogeneous model in each of the inversions.
Result & Summary
Figs. 2 and 3 show the examples of results of the result, on from travel time inversion after 8 iterations and the other form the full-wave inversion after 10 iterations. The comparison of the results from the two methods, implies that the full-wave result has higher contrast and more sensitivity in both sides of the anomaly. 
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